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Plants have evolved various strategies to defend
themselves against herbivores and pathogens. Although
some of these strategies are constitutive, i.e. present at
all times, others are induced only in response to
herbivore feeding or pathogen infection. The induction of direct and indirect plant defenses in response to
herbivory and other biotic stresses is well established
(Karban and Baldwin, 1997), and a wide array of studies
have documented such induced defenses (Schultz and
Baldwin, 1982; Haruta et al., 2001; van Dam et al., 2004;
Miranda et al., 2007). Induced defenses should be
adaptive when: (1) defenses are costly to implement,
(2) there is spatial or temporal variability in the distribution of herbivores or pathogens so that plants do not
always experience attack, and (3) there are tradeoffs
between defenses against different enemies (e.g. defenses against herbivores and pathogens or against
different herbivore species) so that defense against one
increases susceptibility to another. Although induced
defenses allow plants to avoid the costs of implementing defenses in the absence of enemies, plants may
suffer considerable damage during the time required
to mount defenses once attack occurs. To compensate
for this vulnerability, some plants appear to prime specific defenses in response to environmental cues that
reliably indicate an increased probability of attack before they actually experience an herbivore or pathogen.
In everyday language, to prime means to prepare or
make ready. In plant defense, priming is a physiological process by which a plant prepares to more quickly
or aggressively respond to future biotic or abiotic
stress (Fig. 1). The condition of readiness achieved by
priming has been termed the ‘‘primed state’’ (Conrath
et al., 2006). Priming may be initiated in response to an
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environmental cue that reliably indicates an increased
probability of encountering a biotic stress, but a primed
state may also persist as a residual effect following an
initial exposure to the stress. For example, the classic
pathogen-induced hypersensitive response is often
induced with greater efficiency in plants that have
previously experienced pathogen attack (Kuc, 1987),
and similar effects may occur in plant-herbivore interactions (Karban and Baldwin, 1997). In the context of
long-lived plants such as trees, a primed state may
persist across multiple growing seasons, a phenomenon commonly referred to in the ecological literature
as ‘‘delayed induced resistance’’ (Haukioja et al., 1985;
Zvereva et al., 1997). Because priming initiates a state
of readiness that does not confer resistance per se but
rather allows for accelerated induced resistance once
an attack occurs, one presumed benefit of priming is
that it does not impose the costs associated with full
implementation of an induced defense response.
To date, priming has most often been considered in
the context of plant-pathogen interactions (for review,
see Conrath et al., 2002, 2006), but plants can also be
primed by signals associated with herbivore feeding.
This review focuses specifically on priming responses
to herbivores to highlight current knowledge and
directions for future research on defense priming in
plant-herbivore interactions.

SIGNALING CUES FOR PRIMING
ANTIHERBIVORE DEFENSES

Any environmental cue that provides a reliable
indication of the presence of herbivores can conceivably serve as a signal to induce priming. Essentially all
studies on antiherbivore priming to date have focused
on plant-derived cues associated with herbivore feeding on neighboring plants or on other parts of the same
plant. In the former case, the most obvious cues available are herbivore-induced plant volatiles (HIPVs), a
subset of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that are
emitted in response to herbivory; in the latter, signals
may be transmitted either internally through the vasculature or externally via HIPVs (Fig. 1).
In the case of internal wound signals within a plant,
information is most likely carried by signaling molecules transported through phloem and xylem (Malone
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Figure 1. A conceptual model of defense priming in plant-herbivore
interactions. The classic model of induced resistance is highlighted at
the top of the flow chart, where a relaxed leaf is induced by herbivore
feeding. Induced defenses include a suite of chemical changes that are
plant and situation specific and may include direct defenses by
synthesizing chemicals that are toxic or unpalatable to the herbivore.
Induced defenses may also include indirect defenses such as the
production of volatile compounds or EFN, both of which can attract
natural enemies of the herbivores. Some of the chemical changes to the
wounded leaf may act as wound signals to undamaged regions within
the plant or to adjacent plants. The wound signals include internal
signals such as JA or external signals such as volatiles. The recognition
of these signals may initiate priming, which evidently comprises
changes at the molecular level and leads to a so-called primed state
in undamaged leaves. Leaves in a primed state are then able, by
mechanisms that are poorly understood, to respond more quickly or
vigorously to herbivore attack should such an attack occur. But, primed
leaves theoretically pay fewer costs relative to a fully induced defense
in the event that they do not actually experience herbivory. TFs,
Transcription factors. See text for citations.

and Alarcon, 1995; van Bel 2003) from the site of
localized attack to systemic undamaged regions. Systemic regions can be either primed or induced to express defense responses depending apparently on the
cost of the defense and the intensity of the signal
(Rhodes et al., 1999), though it is not clear whether the
priming and induced defense responses share the same
systemic signal pathways. Either way, systemic signals
can effectively transmit a wound signal from the site of
local attack to potentially vulnerable systemic regions.
Plant architecture plays a key role in such signaling
(Davis et al., 1991; Orians, 2005) and can cause nonuni-

form distribution of systemic wound signals (Orians
et al., 2000). Though a number of compounds may play
a role in internal systemic signaling (for review, see
Erb et al., 2008), the most likely candidate appears to
be jasmonic acid (JA) and its conjugated forms (Howe,
2004; Thines et al., 2007). The majority of studies of
priming in plant-pathogen interactions have focused
on within-plant priming via systemic signaling (Conrath
et al., 2006).
HIPVs provide a second route for signal transmission. Although HIPVs are also known to mediate a
diverse array of interactions between plants and insects (Turlings et al., 1990; De Moraes et al., 1998;
Hoballah and Turlings, 2001; De Moraes et al., 2001),
the role of volatiles in signaling between plants has
been one of the most fascinating and controversial topics
in modern ecology (Baldwin and Schultz, 1983; Fowler
and Lawton, 1985; Farmer and Ryan, 1990; Shonle and
Bergelson, 1995; Karban and Baldwin, 1997; Agrawal,
2000; Bruin and Dicke, 2001; Baldwin et al., 2002, 2006;
Karban et al., 2003; Dudareva et al., 2006). One recurring point of controversy has been the distance over
which HIPV signals can be received by plants (Baldwin
et al., 2002; Karban et al., 2003; Kessler et al., 2006).
Recent work has shown that vascular constraints on
systemic induction can be overcome with HIPVs
(Karban et al., 2006; Heil and Silva Bueno, 2007; Frost
et al., 2007), as hypothesized by both Farmer (2001)
and Orians (2005). Within-plant signaling via HIPVs is
consistent with short transmission distances, but also
provides a tangible benefit of HIPV emissions to the
emitting plant for the costs associated with those emissions. Thus, although between-plant signaling may
remain controversial, the potential role of HIPVs in
systemic wound signaling within plants has renewed
interest in the physiological mechanisms by which
plants respond to HIPVs. In terms of plant-herbivore
interactions, the majority of studies investigating priming have considered the effects of HIPVs or other
VOCs as possible signals.

CURRENT KNOWLEDGE OF PRIMING IN
PLANT-HERBIVORE INTERACTIONS

The few published studies on defense priming in
the context of plant-herbivore interactions indicate
that priming occurs across a diverse group of plant
taxa, including wild species and cultivated varieties.
Engelberth et al. (2004) published the first study to explicitly address antiherbivore defense priming, showing
that at least three green-leaf volatiles (GLVs)—(Z)-3hexenal (z3HAL), (Z)-3-hexen-1-ol (z3HOL), and (Z)-3hexenyl acetate (z3HAC)—prime defense responses in
maize (Zea mays). GLV-treated maize plants subsequently induced higher JA concentrations and produced
more HIPVs in response to the application of caterpillar regurgitant combined with mechanical wounding
than did control plants. In a follow-up study, Engelberth
et al. (2007) showed that the same GLVs up-regulated
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at least three genes in the octadecanoid pathway responsible for JA production. Further support for priming in maize was provided by Ton et al. (2007), who
showed that undamaged maize plants exposed to volatiles from Spodoptera littoralis-wounded conspecifics
up-regulated defense gene expression and were primed
for HIPVemissions. They further showed that S. littoralis
fed on the primed maize had lower relative growth rates
(RGR), and that the parasitic wasp (Cotesia marginiventris) was preferentially attracted to the abundant HIPVs
released by primed plants. Thus, priming can possibly
influence herbivore dynamics by mediating a combination of direct defenses and indirect defenses via tritrophic interactions.
Although the studies above highlight priming of
volatile production or stress signaling, priming can also
affect direct and other indirect defenses. For example,
Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) plants exposed to
z3HOL showed an increase in aliphatic glucosinolates
up to 24 h sooner than did control plants when challenged with beet armyworm (Spodoptera exigua; H.
Appel, personal communication). In addition, a study
using lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus) and a species of
herbivorous spider mite (Tetranychus urticae) has shown
priming of extrafloral nectar (EFN) production in plants
with previous air contact with other mite-infested plants
(Choh and Takabayashi, 2006a). The EFN secretions
were further shown to be attractive to predatory mites
(Phytoseiulus persimilis; Choh et al., 2006), indicating
that priming may influence tritrophic interactions in
this system. EFN production has been described in
almost 1,000 species from 93 plant families and is an
important form of indirect plant defense (Pemberton,
1998; Rudgers and Gardener, 2004).
Priming also occurs in woody plants. Frost et al.
(2007) showed that leaves of hybrid poplar saplings
(Populus deltoides x nigra) can be primed both by
exposure to HIPVs and through internal wound signaling following gypsy moth larvae (Lymantria dispar)
feeding. A follow-up study (C.J. Frost, unpublished
data) show that z3HAC primes the expression of genes
in the octadecanoid signaling pathway, the production
of a-linolenic acid and JA, the expression of genes involved in direct defense, and terpenoid volatile production in hybrid poplar leaves. In addition, recent
work with blueberry shrubs (Vaccinium corymbosum)
indicates that feeding by gypsy moth larvae on
branches previously exposed to VOCs from adjacent
damaged branches was reduced by 70% compared
with controls, and HIPV emissions on undamaged
branches were primed by exposure to HIPVs from
damaged branches (C. Rodriguez, personal communication).
Many plant species are biologically capable of sensing and responding to HIPVs and other signals by
priming future defenses. However, in an ecological
context, the adaptive significance of priming is best
demonstrated by field studies. An intriguing set of field
experiments has explored priming of EFN production
in wild lima bean plants (Heil and Kost, 2006; Kost and

Heil, 2006; Heil and Silva Bueno, 2007). Both naturally
produced HIPVs (Heil and Silva Bueno, 2007) and a
synthetic HIPV blend (Heil and Kost, 2006) primed
EFN production in wild lima bean plants. Kost and Heil
(2006) further identified z3HAC as a specific VOC
capable of priming EFN production. Although it is
possible that HIPVs also attract parasitoids in the lima
bean system, as has been demonstrated in other systems (Turlings et al., 1990; De Moraes et al., 1998),
physical protection by predatory ants attracted to EFN
is an effective defense strategy for wild Phaseolus and
significantly reduces herbivore damage (Fig. 1 in Heil
and Silva Bueno, 2007).
In another field study, Kessler et al. (2006) found that
wild tobacco plants (Nicotiana attenuata) with air contact
to mechanically clipped sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata),
as well as the specific VOCs E-2-hexenal and methacrolein, were primed for accelerated proteinase inhibitor (PI) activity when subsequently exposed to
experimental feeding by Manduca sexta. Despite being
a field experiment, this study was not conducted
under completely natural conditions as clipped sagebrush leaves were artificially placed around the bases
of the tobacco plants. The same sagebrush/wild tobacco system was the field model for early work on
plant-plant communication (Karban et al., 2000), and
Kessler et al. (2006) suggested that priming mediated
by VOC signals could account for apparently conflicting field results between research groups when considering between-plant signaling in this system.
A number of early studies did not use the term
priming but nonetheless describe effects that reasonably fall within that category. Airborne GLVs have
long been known to induce defense genes in Arabidopsis (Bate and Rothstein, 1998), and terpenoids have
similar effects in lima bean (Arimura et al., 2000). Induction of defense genes can also occur systemically
via internal wound signals. For example, Davis et al.
(1991) showed expression of a wound-induced gene in
undamaged systemic leaves following localized mechanical wounding.
Plants may respond to signals associated with the
presence of herbivores in complex ways that include a
mix of priming and induced defenses. Because different classes of defenses likely have different allocation
costs, it is possible that fitness benefits could be derived from inducing less costly metabolites while priming more costly ones in response to a wound signal.
The induction of HIPVs (Turlings et al., 1990) or EFN
(Kost and Heil, 2006) to attract natural enemies of the
herbivore may impose minor costs relative to the implementation of direct defenses because the costs of
defense is shared with a predator or parasitoid, and
might therefore be more likely to occur in response to a
signal that precedes herbivore attack. For example,
maize plants respond to z3HOL exposure with increased transcript accumulation of genes involved in
production of both GLVs and PI, though only GLV
production is actually increased (Farag et al., 2005).
Although these authors did not discuss their results in
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the context of priming, a reasonable interpretation of
their findings is that volatile production was induced
by z3HOL, whereas PI defenses were primed. This
would make sense because PI production entails high
fitness costs (Zavala et al., 2004). In an earlier study
by the same group (Farag and Paré, 2002), the application of GLVs to tomato plants triggered the release
of volatile terpenoids, though direct defenses were
not measured and priming effects cannot be inferred.
In both studies, the amounts of VOCs released were
approximately 13% to 40% of those released in response to herbivore feeding. If induction of volatile
compounds in response to herbivory is a cry for help,
the induction of volatiles in response to a VOC signal
may be more of a whisper, which appears to be correspondingly less attractive to predators (Choh and
Takabayashi, 2006b). It is not clear whether such a
moderated volatile release is adaptive in its own right
or is merely a by-product of priming for a full volatile
response to actual herbivory.
The interactive effects of different VOCs may also be
important for priming or induced defenses. For example, emissions of maize VOCs induced by exposure to
z3HOL were 2.5-fold higher when the maize plants
were simultaneously exposed to ethylene, whereas
ethylene alone did not induce maize volatiles (Ruther
and Kleier, 2005). Thus, more work will be needed to
decipher the role of specific GLVs, terpenoids, other
volatile compounds, and their interactive effects on
plant signaling and on priming specifically. In addition, future studies that explore direct and indirect
defenses simultaneously will be particularly important to determine how plants balance the costs of
producing or priming various defensive metabolites
against the risk of herbivory.

MECHANISMS OF DEFENSE PRIMING

The studies reviewed above and others from the plantpathogen literature suggest that priming is based on
the up-regulation of defense-related genes or other metabolites that may initiate biochemical signal transduction leading to a primed state. As with plant-pathogen
interactions (Conrath et al., 2006), the mechanisms responsible for defense priming against herbivores are
not known (Dudareva et al., 2006), and little is known
about the primed state.
One key issue to be explored is how the signals that
induce priming are received by plants. A single receptor model of recognition—such as has been found in
defense responses to herbivore elicitors (Truitt et al.,
2004)—is possible but may be impractical. Instead, the
diverse class of receptor-like kinases (Hardie, 1999;
Nishiguchi et al., 2002; Takabatake et al., 2006) may be
necessary to decipher the complex mix of possible
HIPV compounds that might be signals. Indeed, there
is no reason to assume that the mechanism by which
lima bean plants respond to terpene volatiles (Arimura
et al., 2000) is the same mechanism by which poplar

(C.J. Frost, unpublished data), maize (Engelberth et al.,
2004), or lima bean (Kost and Heil, 2006) plants perceive and respond to GLVs.
Another key issue for exploration is the process by
which priming occurs once a signal has been recognized. Just as there is no reason to assume that the
mechanisms of signal reception are consistent across
possible signals, there is no reason to assume that the
primed state is a static condition. Up-regulation of
genes involved in defense or signaling pathways
clearly appears to be a component of priming (van
Hulten et al., 2006; Engelberth et al., 2007; Ton et al.,
2007), though a clear pattern of gene activation or
repression associated with priming has yet to emerge.
It is also possible that exposure to VOCs or other
perceived signals induces changes in processes or
metabolites upstream of defense gene expression. For
example, changes may occur in cellular electrical potential or Ca21 flux across cell membranes, as has been
shown for physical damage (Maffei et al., 2007). Although such ephemeral signals by themselves are
unlikely to maintain a primed state, the recent work
in Arabidopsis linking g-amino butyric acid with responsiveness to E-2-hexenal provides an intriguing
signaling cascade mechanism because wound-induced
accumulation of g-amino butyric acid is regulated by
the activity of a Ca21/calmodulin-dependent Glu decarboxylase (Mirabella et al., 2008).
In the context of pathogen attack, it has also been
suggested that a longer term sensitization could result from the accumulation in primed cells of ‘‘inactivated’’ signaling proteins upstream of gene expression
that could be ‘‘hyperactivated’’ following a secondary
elicitation and thereby amplify signal transduction
(Beckers and Conrath, 2007). Candidate signaling proteins include the diverse class of mitogen-activated
protein kinases (MAPKs), which have previously been
shown to play important roles mediating postherbivore signaling cascades (Seo et al., 1995; Kandoth et al.,
2007). Recent work in Arabidopsis shows that priming
by the salicylic acid analog benzo(1,2,3) thiadiazole-7carbothioic acid S-methyl ester results from accumulation of inactive MAPK3 (Beckers and Conrath, 2007).
MAPK3 activity is then induced in response to biotic
stress (pathogen infection), thereby enhancing defensive gene expression and the induction of antifungal
metabolites. Whether MAPK3 is a general pre-stress
marker or works in concert with other markers remains
to be seen. Indeed, the MAPK family includes a diversity of MAPKs, MAPKKs, and MAPKKKs (Ichimura
et al., 2002), at least some of which are herbivore inducible (Kandoth et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2007). This suggests that more molecular markers regulating primed
states may yet be identified.
Seo et al. (1999) termed the MAPK that is responsive
to wounding a ‘‘wound-induced protein kinase’’, the
expression of which could be detected within 1 min
of wounding. It will be interesting to see whether
volatile-induced protein kinases can be identified that
may provide insights into the signal transduction
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mechanisms for the early recognition of HIPV emissions as well as identify regulators of, and phophorylation targets for, putative volatile-induced protein
kinases (Caspersen et al., 2007).

COSTS OF DEFENSE PRIMING

Priming is often induced by environmental cues and
thus should fit, alongside induced defense responses,
within the larger theoretical framework of optimal
defense theory (ODT; Stamp, 2003). The basic hypothesis of ODT is that ‘‘organisms evolve and allocate
defenses in a way that maximizes individual inclusive
fitness’’ (Rhoades, 1979). The key prediction of ODT
relevant to this discussion is that opportunity, production, and/or allocation costs associated with induced
defenses should exert a strong selective pressure for
induced defenses to be low or absent when herbivores
are absent but increased when herbivores are present.
This prediction assumes that: (1) genetic variation
exists in the production of secondary metabolites on
which selection can operate (Zangerl and Berenbaum,
1990; Duquette et al., 2005); (2) herbivores exert a
selective pressure on the expression of these defensive
metabolites (Simms and Rausher, 1989; Mauricio and
Rausher, 1997); (3) defenses confer resistance against
herbivores (Haukioja and Hanhimaki, 1985; Roda and
Baldwin, 2003); and (4) there are significant fitness
costs associated with the production of defensive
secondary metabolites (Gershenzon, 1994; Baldwin,
1998; Redman et al., 2001; Zavala et al., 2004).
Conceptually, priming should be subject to the same
predictions as other induced responses associated
with plant defense. Thus, priming and the primed state
presumably have costs that make constitutive expression disadvantageous. However, we may predict that
costs should be lower for priming than for the induction of defensive metabolites because ostensibly fewer
resources have been dedicated to defense in the primed
state. For example, Arabidopsis plants chemically
primed with b-amino butyric acid, a salicylic acid analog, show moderately reduced growth and no effect on
seed production compared to controls, whereas constitutively induced plants had significant reduction in
seed set (van Hulten et al., 2006). Thus, the benefits of
priming-mediated resistance may outweigh the costs
in environments where pathogen infection is likely,
though such an hypothesis requires support under
ecological conditions. Currently, there are no published
studies exploring the costs of priming in the context
of plant-herbivore interactions. However, the demonstration that defense priming against herbivores exists
under field conditions (Heil and Silva Bueno, 2007)
implies that the benefits of priming outweigh potential
costs.
A second prediction from ODT is that induced
defenses should be relaxed once an herbivore stops
feeding (Stamp, 2003). In the context of priming, the
primed state should also attenuate over time if the

wound signal discontinues and there is no subsequent
herbivory (Fig. 1). Presumably, maintenance costs will
determine the duration of the primed state because
opportunity and allocation costs of priming have already been paid. Such maintenance costs include the
possibility that costly defensive metabolites or proteins may be inadvertently produced by primed defense pathways when such defenses are not needed.
There are currently no published studies that have
explored whether plants primed by VOCs or other
herbivore (or pathogen) signals relax or what the temporal dynamics of such relaxation would be. However,
if priming is less costly to maintain than are induced
defenses, the relaxation times associated with priming
could be longer than those expected for induced defenses. This prediction, if supported, may help explain the ecological phenomenon of delayed inducible
resistance—in which defoliation in one year influences
herbivore performance in subsequent years (Neuvonen
et al., 1987; Ruohomaki et al., 1992; Zvereva et al.,
1997). Stamp (2003) observed that delayed inducible
resistance may not fit ODT because the relaxation time
occurs over multiple growing seasons. If delayed inducible resistance is a form of priming, the time frame
for relaxation could be longer if herbivory in one
growing season is a reliable predictor of herbivory in
subsequent growing seasons and maintenance costs
are low. Under such conditions, maintaining a state of
readiness between growing seasons may be advantageous and therefore adaptive (Haukioja and Neuvonen,
1985).
If resource allocation to priming is indeed lower
than to induced resistance, then priming should be a
general characteristic of induced responses against a
biotic stress. However, the adaptive benefit of priming
should only be realized when a signal is a reliable
indicator of experiencing a stress. Reliability is ultimately a measure of probability, which can be difficult
or impossible to determine (Karban and Baldwin,
1997). Fortunately, we should be able to ask the plants
which compounds are the most reliable signals. The
volatile signals that are reliable cues will likely vary
among plant species based on the natural history of
the plant and its associated herbivore community; any
specific compound could be more or less reliable in
different ecological contexts. Although this may reveal
context dependency, a focus on the natural history
should also reveal areas of commonality between systems that provides the selective pressure to develop
induced priming.

CONCLUSION

Our objective in this review was to provide an
overview of defense priming in the context of plantherbivore interactions, suggest future directions for
research into the physiological mechanisms responsible for priming, and situate defense priming with a
larger framework of ecological theory. Priming induced
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by the detection of a signal that indicates increased
probability of experiencing a biotic stress prepares a
plant for subsequent exposure to that stress. The priming responses documented to date appear limited to
the expression of defense-related genes or other physiological machinery necessary for an accelerated response to the actual stress. Priming differs from induced
defense, which confers resistance against the stress
through synthesis of costly defensive compounds. As
such, the costs associated with priming should be less
than the costs of induced defenses. Based on the limited studies that have explicitly tested for priming and
those that otherwise demonstrate priming, priming
appears to occur across a diverse range of plant species. Thus, defense priming mediated by either internal
or external wound signals may be a common and ecologically important phenomenon in plant-herbivore
interactions. Future work on priming in plant-herbivore
interactions should focus on understanding the ecological circumstances under which priming is favored
and elucidate the physiology of the early steps involved in signal recognition and priming that results
in the so-called primed state.
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